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An Inefficient Model

One year ago, we were wondering how we could serve the refugees of this city in a unique and Godhonoring way without competing with other local groups who were already offering English classes. We
knew that even though classroom opportunities abounded, few refugees were finding their way
into relationships with people outside their own ethnic communities.
In April, a group of us met in a school for our first session of Table Talk, where we hoped to develop
relationships with refugee families over a shared meal & conversation. To help us learn about each
other, we focused on cultural topics, using ethnic proverbs to illustrate & celebrate our differences.
Jennifer & Kenneth (pictured above) were some of our first volunteers. They quickly connected with a
Burmese couple named Seng & Mung Ra. They soon discovered that they lived near each other, their
sons were in the same class, and they both had a mix of Catholic and Baptist traditions. By the end of
the semester, they were eager to transition into our Face to Face program. This is how Table Talk is
intended to work — fostering relationships that move from the table into living rooms. This matters
because languages are primarily learned through relationships. English classes are excellent
resources, but having relationships & conversations with people outside the classroom is where it all
comes together. After all, language is only the cloak in which our culture is wrapped.
Over the coming months, these families met weekly together to share meals and practice English.
Jennifer even helped Seng get a job at a local grocery store, and offered piano lessons to her daughter!
Jennifer began as a volunteer at Table Talk, then grew into a mentor for a refugee family, and now she is
serving in a crucial way as a coach for other new mentors.
Personal relationships with refugees can be confusing and time-consuming. Yet as we pour into them,
we equip them as leaders who can serve their own communities. More importantly, the gift of time
honors them and God. While it is difficult to measure the success of a program that focuses on
individual relationships, this inefficiency is modeled in Scripture. Jesus spent most of his time
discipling a few people, who in turn went out and changed the world.
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TABLE TALK
We offered Table Talk twice last year. In the Spring, we catered Saturday lunches in an elementary school
followed by short lessons highlighting cultural differences using proverbs. We then offered a children’s program
while the adults practiced speaking English using conversation cards. Our goal was to use Table Talk to foster
relationships, and then move those into our Face to Face program, which we did with about half of the families.
In the Fall, we met for Sunday potluck dinners in the lobby of Hillside Christian Church. We offered cultural
lessons using proverbs, and introduced leaders of local organizations, including Amarillo College, the library, and
Catholic Charities. The climax was when Amarillo Mayor Ginger Nelson visited and shared a unifying message:
“We can teach you how to live in Amarillo, and you can teach us how to live in the world.” The major success
for the semester was the attendance of many Somali people, due in large part to the Howard Center.

HOWARD CENTER
Beginning in June, we opened a community language center, where we practiced English, taught literacy, tutored for
the citizenship exam, developed typing skills, and created resumes. Importantly, we built trust with many people
in the Somali community, a group that is particularly insular. Over the course of the semester, 22 volunteers
served around 50 refugees. We met in the lobby of Hillside Christian Church, making it into a safe space which
encouraged this population to come to our Table Talk program on Sunday nights.

FACE TO FACE
We have formed 21 mentorships since our Face to Face program began, and we are currently forming about
10 more. Our Table Talk program is intended to bring volunteers into the same room with refugee families, where
friendships can spark. We then coach them as they begin meeting in the refugee’s home. This is great for the refugee,
because they get unscripted practice with American culture and the English language. It’s even better for the
mentors, who are forced to reexamine their own worldview and engage across cultures. We are convinced that we
need refugees in our lives more than they need us in theirs.

LOOKING AHEAD
We will run our third round of Table Talk this Spring on Thursday evenings. We’ll focus our attention on two
major needs: preparation for the citizenship exam, and beginning literacy. We will continue to grow our inefficient
Face to Face program as well, recruiting new coaches, inspiring new mentors, and registering new refugees.

Meet the Team
A prayer of ours since the beginning was for a passionate, like-minded
team of people to come alongside of us. We are ill-equipped for the
variety of tasks that a project like this demands, and we recognized
the need for other people with other skills to make the wheels turn
smoothly. Well, our prayers have been answered through an amazing
group of volunteers, and four specific colleagues who have really
jumped on board with us this year.

Pam Welch has worked with refugees in many roles over the past decade, especially in English instruction
and making home visits. This makes her the perfect coordinator for our Face to Face mentorship program.
Betty Reyes has a wealth of experience in adult ESL education and curriculum development. She has
served this project extensively by speaking into every decision we’ve made since the beginning, and by
coordinating our Table Talk program.
Adrian Pallares has been our most dependable team member. He’s built friendships with young Congolese
guys, tutored a Somali woman in preparation for her citizenship exam, welcomed refugees to Table Talk,
and recruited new volunteers for all our programs.
Jennifer Freeze has been a model volunteer. After attending Table Talk, she has served as a long-term
mentor of a refugee family. Now she is growing our project by serving as a coach, where she guides new
volunteers as they mentor refugee families.

Please join us in thanking God for His provision through the skills, passion, and
sacrifices of these individuals. We cannot wait to see how our team continues to
increase as we build a sustainable model of local refugee service.

How to Give
1. We’re supported entirely by financial contributions. You can give online at
redeemerchristianchurch.com/give (direct your donation to RLP) or mail a check to the
address below.
2. Sign up for a prayer card to pray for a refugee family in Amarillo.
3. Get to know a refugee one on one (we can help!)

Ryan Pennington
℅ Redeemer Christian Church
3701 S. Soncy Road
Amarillo, TX 79119

(806) 680-5570

ryan@refugeelanguage.org
refugeelanguage.org
@refugeelanguageproject
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DID YOU KNOW?
Ryan was interviewed earlier this year
about the Refugee Language Project.
You can have a listen at http://
heyamarillo.com/dr-ryan-pennington

